
 
 

 

 

 

 

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MEETING 

"Altar Mujeres (Women) SXXI #vidasenlucha" 4th. pandemic edition and multiple spaces. 

 
On the occasion of the International Day against violence against women l’Associazione Pandora Artiste, 

MediaLab #ComunidadCulturaSolidaria and  La Casa Internacional de la Mujer in Rome, invite you to participate in the 
global project “Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha” (“Women Altar SXXI4 #lives in struggle”). 4th pandemic edition and 
multiple spaces. 

The event will be held simultaneously in 11 cities of the world, through the work protocol, the production of 
the linking project that proposes the collective and collaborative work of Medialab in virtual format. There will be 
performace / Video installations / Murals / Seminar / Stickers / Plates / plantings / video projections of urban art, etc. 
The remote connection will be the means of participation for all the spaces, actions and presentations 

 
 

 
 
 
About the project: 
 
 “Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha” arises in 2018 set up by the Argentine / Italian artist Silvia Barrios, director of 
Medialab #ComunidadCulturaSolidaria and head of the Pandora Association for Latin America. 
 
The work is a workshop/ installation at a crossroad with the gender perspective that proposes getting involved in the 
field of research and in contemporary artistic practices. The project calls to form a community in each physical or 
virtual space where it is activated. The new edition proposes to enrich the register of investigations and stories that 
contain stories of women's struggles and dissidents from all eras and cultures; fights in favor of human rights and 
against all gender violence. 
 
“Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha”, through various sensitive experiences, proposes to realise an examination on the 
female universe where art and research become an effective tool to make certain issues of oppression and violence 
visible; and cooperates in identifying situations not yet resolved. 
 
The work is activated with a free and open international call to present new collaborative research. In each edition, a 
collective of feminist artists as co-authors is formed. MediaLab #ComunidadCulturaSolidaria is the space for collective 
experimentation, for meeting, to think and give way to the practices of graphic production. 
 
Research catalog: https://issuu.com/silviabarrios/docs/catalogo_altar 
Virtual exhibition that participated in the international festival Matres Italia: altarmujeres21vidasenlucha 



 
 

 
 

 
 
History of the project: 
 
 It started in Africa 2018 where young  Moroccan artists met artists from Argentina and Ecuador,  who expressed their 
claims for institutional and cultural violence. 
 
A II Edition took place at the Kirchner Cultural Center in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where the work is currently located. 
In simultaneous creation, an interactive workshop was mobilised that highlighted Argentina's dynamism and 
commitment in favor of human rights and gender equality. 
Spread over a period of time, the work examined women and dissidents who have left their mark on claims about the 
feminine condition, women whose faces have been reproduced on ceramic tiles with QR codes that gives reference to 
the history of each struggle. 
 
The III Edition of "Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha" was presented within the framework of the Matres 2020 
International Festival of Female Ceramics in virtual format. 
 The project pays tribute to more than 150  investigated women and dissidents who are included in the catalog of 
struggles. 
Territorial distances are bridged with a common denominator: violence and the unequal conditions in which women 
find themselves and that must be reported urgently or simply by saying "ENOUGH!" 
 
For this IV Edition of the project  "Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha" it is proposed to replicate actions and 
interventions in various spaces and communities in various regions of Argentina; also in Tenerife, Spain; in Rome and 
in Naples, Italy. 
 
On November 25, the international day against violence against women, the project "Altar Mujeres SXXI 
#vidasenlucha" in its 4th Edition will present actions in various work formats. We can mention samples in physical and 
open spaces with large installations of ceramic tiles with graphic transmedia;  performing actions in institutions  ( 
Covid -19-secured) and in public spaces; video installations; inauguration of site-specific murals; actions with stickers 
in urban spaces; open workshops to citizen participation from local communities and remote bonding seminar that 
will allow people to socialize and participate in all events. 
 
 
Presentation spaces and actions of the project "Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha": in 11 cities of the world are 
They will develop performances / Video installations / Murals / Seminar / Stickers / Plates / plantings, etc. 
 
Rome / Italy: On November 27 at the International House of Women in Rome Trastevere will inaugurate the 
exhibition / installation "Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha" in addition to the one currently installed in Argentina at 
the Kirchner Cultural Center. 
Likewise, a tile made by the local feminist artist, Fernanda Cabello, will be placed in the institution, invited to 
participate in the #cuarentalleres cycle, a program broadcasted during the months of lockdown by the official 
platforms of Medialab #ComunidadculturaSolidaria, a cultural cycle of Argentina focused on to address the gender 
perspective from the home. 
Fernanda Cabello is the local reference who manages and coordinates the project activities in Rome. Paola Ramondini 
collaborates with the printing of transfers for the graphic work. 
 
Buenos Aires / Argentina: on the 6th. floor of the Kirchner Cultural Center  the graphic ceramic transfer installation is 
located and within the framework of the Festival "#paratodestodes, curated by the art historian and feminist Kekena 
Corvalán. This exhibition was produced in collaboration with the collective of the second edition of the project. 
 
Jujuy, Argentina:  on November 25, large graphic images  will be inaugurated in public spaces with government 
permission, referring to the women surveyed in all four editions and collected in the catalog. The images will be 
placed in the booths of the city's bus stops. The Florecer collective is in charge of managing the actions in the region. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
Tenerife / Spain: on November 25 at the "Casa de la Viuda" Cultural Space of the Buenavista del Norte town hall, the 
audiovisual exhibition will be held. Presentation that will exhibit the women of the global archive of struggles. They 
will also  present stories and talks on local community references. In workshop format, citizen are invited to 
participate and carry out a series of artistic actions on the agenda (with a special Covid-19 security protocol). 
Ingrid Rivero Luis is the feminist member of the collective Medialab #ComunidadculturaSolidaria in Tenerife and is 
managing the meeting with the city council’s secretary of culture. 
 
Toronto, Canada: Canada Nos Une Organización, under the initiative of Latinamerican Women for Canada will present 
an installation of a great "Altar" in the public thoroughfare, will be images of the local fighters added to Catalogue. 
This event is managed by Taller Talento Arte-Sano in charge of Lourdes (Lumy) Fuentes Castillo. 
 
La Plata, capital of Argentina: “Evita” Workers Museum on November 25, a video with images and phrases from the 
catalog of the women investigated will be projected on the front of the museum. The old building is located on a 
pedestrian street of the city and with protocols of the municipality it can be visited. 
The Artist and professor at UNLP, Liliana Straini, a member of the feminist collective of Medialab # 
ComunidadculturaSolidaria, is the one in charge of the management and representative of the project in the city of La 
Plata. 
 
Córdoba, Argentina:  Museo Superior de Bellas Artes Evita. Opening on 25 November. The work consists of visualising 
the archive of research on printed canvases in a large size of several metres, consisting of the name and surname, 
digitised photo, brief text and QR code of the women in question.   
In the same space there will be a performance, an intervention with a basketwork framework made on the museum's 
fences, with signalling and demarcation tapes of "caution" and "danger" due to violence in the workplace.   
Another intervention by a "Sororous Doll" who will invite passers-by to capture messages of encouragement and 
strength to abused women in their bodies.  
The performance "Presentes" consists of three modules in which the names of Argentinean women who were 
murdered during the pandemic will be embroidered. The aim of the actions is to integrate the voice of women from 
Cordoba who are leaders in the struggle. 
The 5th intervention will be in the pedestrian space parallel to the Cabildo of the city to install the transmedia graphic 
work. 
A 6th intervention will take place in San Martin Square where a purple bench will be installed as a symbol of the 
struggle for the elimination of gender violence. 
Virginia Méndez and Myriam Elizabeth Mansilla are the referents of the Medialab #CommunidadculturaSolidaria 
feminist collective who are in charge of the management and actions of the work in the city. 
 
Ituzaingo (AMBA) Argentina: on 28 November, as part of the project "Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha ", multiple 
spaces (under Covid-19  protocol) and  in various vulnerable neighbourhoods and picnic areas of the city, the 
Women's Collective of the Evita Ituzaingo Movement" will place the 3 ceramic panels in their cultural centres and 
picnic areas with the diffusion of the number 144 in aid of women.  The tiles were made through the cultural 
programme #quarentalleres, a cycle organised by the feminist collective Medialab #ComunidadculturaSolidaria.   
 Alicia Callegado and Rocio Moreno managed and coordinated these actions. 
 
Rosario, Santa Fe, Argentina:  on November 25. Through the Human Resources Secretary of the Telecommunication 
Employees Union, the installation of a large mural with the transmedia ceramic artwork of the images of 150 
investigated women,  was managed in the recreation area, close to the tourist area.  
Gabi Mangione together with the members of the Medialab #ComunidadculturaSolidaria de Rosario,  Adriana Flores 
and Mónica Patricia Dominguez, all responsible for the management and coordination of the installation of the work 
in the city. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/canadanosune.ong
https://www.facebook.com/Museo-De-Los-Trabajadores-Evita-1429820737328157
https://culturasolidariaenred.wordpress.com/
https://culturasolidariaenred.wordpress.com/


 
 

 
 

 
 
Naples, Italy: on November 25, a panel created by Rosalba di Chiara, member of the feminist collective of the 4th 
edition of Medialab#ComunidadculturaSolidaria and member of the board of directors of the Associazione Pandora  
Artiste Ceramiste, will be placed at the Associazione Terra Libera Quarto. It is a ceramic tile with a sororous phrase 
plus the emergency number against gender violence in Italy, produced in the cultural programme #Quarentalleres, a 
cycle broadcast for the Matres 2020 International Women's Ceramics Festival in virtual format. 
 
Villa Constitución, Santa Fé, Argentina: Through the Women's Council, the project “Altar Mujeres SXXI 
#vidasenlucha” (Women's Altar SXXI #livesinstruggle) will be activated with the placement of ceramic tiles containing 
sororous phrases plus the number 144 (national emergency number for gender violence) in strategic points of the city. 
A ceramic tile with the same references will also be installed in the city's Community Integration Centre (CIC). All of 
them made by the artist Beatriz Laner, local resident and member of the feminist collective of  
Medialab #ComunidadculturaSolidaria.  
 
 
 
International seminar: 
 
In the coming days we will send precise information about the schedule of activities, talks, presentations and actions 
of the remote international seminar; dates and times. 
 
Web site of the  Associazione Pandora Artiste Ceramiste 
Links and platforms of MediaLab #CommunityCultureSolidarity 
https://linktr.ee/CulturaSolidaria  
Links and platforms of the project:  “Altar Mujeres SXXI #vidasenlucha”  (Women's Altar SXXI #livesinstruggle) 
https://linktr.ee/AltarMujeresS.XXI  

 

https://linktr.ee/CulturaSolidaria
https://linktr.ee/AltarMujeresS.XXI
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